INTRODUCTION.
Functional differential equations (FDE) with delay provide a mathematical model for a physical or biological system in which the rate of change of the system depends upon its past history. The theory of FDE with continuous argument is well developed, and has numerous applications in natural and engineering sciences. This paper continues our earlier work [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] in an attempt to extend this theory to differential equations with discontinuous argument deviations. In these papers, ordinary differential equations having intervals of constancy have been studied. Such equations represent a hybrid of continuous and discrete dynamical systems and combine properties of both differential and difference equations. They include as particular cases loaded and impulse equations, hence their importance in control theory and in certain biomedical problems. Indeed, we consider the equation x'(t ax(t + bx([t]), (1.1) where It] denotes the greatest integer function, and write it as
x'(t)-ax(t)+ Y. bx(i)(H(t-i)-H(t-i-I)), (1.2) where H(t) I for > 0 and H(t) 0 for < O. If we admit distributional derivatives, then differentiating the latter relation gives It has been shown in [6] and [7] arises as a mathematical idealization ofan industrial problem involving wave motion in the overhead supply line to an electrified railway system. The profound study [8] T,,i(h(n + 1)1.) e ' " T " i ( n h / k ) + a ' ( l -e " A " ' i ' / X ) T i ( n h ) ' -. 
